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ABSTRACT
The following thesis discusses the treatment of women in two novels by 
Reynolds Price, Kate Vaiden and Good Hearts. In both novels, Price uses the 
first person to create two female characters, Kate Vaiden and Rosacoke 
Mustian. In both he attempts to achieve what he calls "creative androgyny" 
by exploring female characters from a first person perspective.
The purpose of this thesis is first to explore Price’s views on the reversed- 
gender novel, specifically in terms his concept of "creative androgyny." The 
second is to examine what unacknowledged prejudices about women Price 
reveals in his depictions of the possibilities available to, and the motivations of, 
his two female characters. The third is to consider what impact his use of the 
first person paired with his preconceptions about women has on the woman 
reader. Finally, this thesis attempts to evaluate how well Price has achieved 
the goal of attaining creative androgyny he articulates in his essay, "A Vast 
Common Room."
This thesis suggests that Price is unable to detach his characterizations from 
traditional roles and behaviors associated with women. It also argues that the 
character of Kate Vaiden combines a stereotypical passivity with a longing to 
flee constricting forces associated with women. This contradiction is resolved in 
Good Hearts as the two sides of Kate’s character are recast in a more 
traditional form in two separate characters, Wesley and Rosa.
In conclusion, this thesis suggests that while Price attempts to sidestep the 
cultural forces that place man in opposition to woman, his two female 
characters reveal that he unwittingly perpetuates the gender differences he is 
striving to overcome.
READING AS A WOMAN:
REYNOLDS PRICE AND CREATIVE ANDROGYNY IN 
KATE VAIDEN AND GOOD HEARTS
For Reynolds Price, western culture is possessed of an escalating 
fear of sexual ambiguity, the blending of genders that accompanied the 
"fragile advances toward freedom and understanding" between the sexes 
"made in the 1960s and 70s."1 This fear, Price argues, may explain the 
increasing rarity of one of his literary interests - the reversed gender 
novel. In an effort to achieve a "creative androgyny," Price attempts in 
his novels Kate Vaiden and Good Hearts to sidestep the pressures of a 
culture that causes individuals to be "generally unnerved if not routed by 
sexual ambiguity," and to instead enter a "vast common room" of "total 
human sympathy."2 For Price, "creative androgyny" is the artistic 
expression of the human ability to comprehend "all the needs and 
emotions of their species," regardless of gender.3 Price has approached 
creative androgyny by writing the voices of Kate Vaiden and Rosacoke 
Mustian in the first person, impersonating the "cool soprano" of a 
woman’s song.4
1 Reynolds Price, "A Vast Common Room," A Common Room: Essavs 1954-1987 (New York: 
Atheneum, 1987) 372.
2 Price 371-2, 375.
3 P r i c e  374 .
4 Price 373.
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3To read Kate Vaiden and Good Hearts is to watch a very delicate 
balancing act; the exercise is made even more interesting if one is 
consciously reading as a feminist, with one’s experience as a woman 
informing the reading experience. Price’s choice to write Kate Vaiden 
and much of Good Hearts in the first person voices of Kate and Rosacoke 
is courageous, a move away from what Price calls "the lure and terror 
that western culture advances in the face of blurred gender."5 Yet in 
watching these impersonations the feminist, resisting reader is frequently 
- and jarringly - reminded that she is witnessing a man attempting to 
pass off the product of his imagination as an imitation of her own. She 
is asked to identify with characters whose impulses have originated in a 
male mind, a stretch that at many points requires her, in Judith 
Fetterley’s words, to "identify against herself."6 She is also asked to 
support the dualistic thinking that places man in opposition to woman.
An examination of the resisting reader’s response to Kate and Rosacoke 
reveals that Price’s characters, regardless of his intentions, firmly remain 
products of the masculine tradition in American literature.
The masculine tradition in Western culture, as described in 
Margaret Homans’s Women Writers and Poetic Identity, acknowledges 
"the human desire for a center and to be at the center" by placing the 
male voice in the position of authority and control. "Not everyone can
5 Price 371.
6 Judith Fetterley, Introduction. The Resisting Reader (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1978)
xii.
4occupy the center at once," Homans reminds the reader, "and women, as 
well as woman, tend to be scattered on the perimeter."7 If women are 
"scattered on the perimeter," one must briefly consider how and by what 
method they are held in this uncomfortable position.
In her chapter "The Concept of Difference" in Crossing the Double 
Cross. Elizabeth Meese argues that the social realities of sexual 
difference support the current patriarchal culture, a culture built upon 
foundations of male dominance. While the dominant culture might use 
terms such as "natural" to describe why women occupy the perimeter of 
experience, pointing out for example that men are physically stronger 
than women, Meese asserts that "for the most part differences are not 
given; they are effects, produced by constituting terms in opposition, by 
designating one term ’natural* and another ’unnatural.’"8 Kate Millet 
makes a similar point by arguing that "Male supremacy...does not finally 
reside in physical strength but in the acceptance of a value system which 
is not biological."9 In this value system a fundamental opposition is that 
of man and woman. It is a dangerous pairing for woman, as Meese 
explains: "Within the present system of dualistic thought, one cannot 
constitute difference without opposition and conflict, without a winner
1 Margaret Homans, "The Masculine Tradition," Women Writers and Poetic Identity (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1980) 34-5.
8 Elizabeth Meese, "The Concept of Difference," Crossing the Double Cross (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 1986) 76.
9 Kate Millet, Sexual Politics (New York: Equinox, 1971) 27.
5and a loser, without one term occupying a position of privilege over the 
other."10 To accept the current social realities of sexual difference is to 
accept, on some level, the dualistic thinking that places "man" before, 
and over, "woman," for as Meese writes "Patriarchal power requires 
differentiation as its corollary."11 Where there is dualistic thinking, or 
difference, there can hardly be androgyny.
The masculine tradition in American literature is an example of how 
the concept of difference can shape every facet of a culture, including its 
art. Nina Baym argues that the central myth in the American novel 
revolves around a man’s flight into the wilderness, "this new land, 
untrammeled by history and social accident, [where] a person will be able 
to achieve complete self-definition."12 In American novels, Baym asserts, 
"the encroaching, constricting, destroying society is represented ... in the 
figure of one or more women" and a "selective vision" on the part of 
American literary culture has presented this myth to male and female 
readers alike as "the whole story."13 Baym suggests that "the theoretical 
model" of such a story might be called a "melodrama of beset manhood".14
10 Meese 78.
11 Meese 74.
12 Nina Baym, "Melodramas of Beset Manhood: How Theories of American Fiction Exclude Women 
Authors," American Quarterly
Vol. 33 No. 2 (1981): 132.
13 Baym 132-3.
14 Baym 130.
6The American tradition is frequently a masculine one, with the male 
author and male protagonist securely at the center. Little wonder that, 
as Judith Fetterley argues in The Resisting Reader, "as readers and 
teachers and scholars, women are taught to think as men, to identify 
with the male point of view, and to accept as normal and legitimate a 
male system of values. . . ."15 The reader working as a conscious 
feminist, keeping her own experience as a woman in the forefront and 
refusing to be enclosed in the masculine myth of the American novel is a 
reader resisting her confinement on the perimeter of perceived 
experience; she is a reader breaking away from the dualistic thinking 
that places man’s experience in a superior position to woman’s.
It is this "resisting reader," so powerfully articulated by Fetterley, 
who recognizes that Kate Vaiden and Rosacoke Mustian are not only an 
extension of Reynolds Price’s view of woman, of what a woman’s 
experience might be, but also that Kate and Rosa are the receptacles of 
Price’s unacknowledged prejudices and his unflattering preconceptions 
about women and their possibilities. Contradictory and unpleasant 
stereotypes of women as both passive and confining appear in both 
novels, sometimes within a single character. While Price is attempting 
to sidestep these limited visions of women by using the first person 
voices of two women, the resisting reader finds it increasingly difficult to 
believe that he has escaped the boundaries of dualistic, restricted
15 Fetterley xx.
7thought.
In turning to Kate Vaiden. one first finds difficulty when one begins 
to discern two distinct sides to Kate Vaiden’s character: a side that longs 
for freedom and a side that remains passive. In keeping with the 
masculine tradition in American literature, in which, as Jonathan Culler 
notes, "the protagonist struggles against constricting, civilizing, oppressive 
forces embodied by woman,"16 the idea of freedom offered to Kate, and 
pursued by Kate, involves rejecting other women, marriage, children, and 
domesticity. In an understandable reaction to her parents* violent and 
early deaths, Kate sees herself as a victim. "You have already lasted, 
with all your teeth, through something far worse than most people get," 
Kate tells herself, and this knowledge remains her "main lifeboat through 
frequent high seas."17 Yet Kate does more with this sense of 
victimization than simply lie across it, floating over swells; she uses it as 
a rationalization for her systematic repudiation of all that might be 
associated with woman. One by one, Kate deserts those who extend a 
promise of home or family, the very institutions traditionally associated 
with women in American literature. Kate justifies her pursuit of the 
brand of freedom offered her by choosing to see herself as "led," as 
strung along by the same uncompromising, unpredictable Fate that
16 Jonathan Culler, "Reading as a Woman," On Deconstruction (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1982) 51.
17 Reynolds Price, Kate Vaiden (New York: Ballantine Books, 1986) 52. All subsequent references 
will be noted parenthetically.
8victimized her by robbing her of her parents. When commitment looms, 
Kate-the-victim reaches for the doorknob.
Caroline, Kate’s aunt, is the first to hear the door slam behind Kate 
as she begins her flight to freedom. Caroline takes Kate in after her 
parents’ deaths and provides her with emotional support, saying "You 
have already brought me more [happiness] than any son I had" (84). Yet 
Kate is as ready as "the Citizen’s Bank after dark" to be carried off by 
her first boyfriend, Gaston Stegall, even though she is warned by Noony, 
Caroline’s cook, that "It’d kill Miss Caroline dead" (116). Later Kate 
runs away to Norfolk and her cousin Walter without any attempt to 
explain to Caroline why she is running, and ultimately Kate abandons 
her baby for Caroline to raise.
Similarly, Kate takes whatever help Noony will provide but does not 
shrink from jeopardizing Noony’s job or from leaving Noony along with 
Caroline. When Kate returns to Macon from Norfolk, seventeen and 
pregnant, Noony offers to help her while wryly acknowledging herself as 
"the only one’ll have you now and not club you dead" (230). But soon 
thereafter Kate nearly decides to run away with Douglas Lee, the baby’s 
father, even though her flight will cost Noony her job. At the last 
moment Kate refuses to go, but in her refusal she never expresses 
concern over risking Noony’s job (265-66). When Kate, searching for her 
long-abandoned son, approaches Noony near the end of the novel, Noony 
accurately assesses the value of Kate’s friendship. "You’re my oldest 
friend," Kate tells her, to which Noony bitingly replies, "I’d have been
9bad off if  I needed you, wouldn’t I?" (362) Noony’s comment that "I’m no 
sister for you" carries an ironic punch; it is Kate who is no sister to 
Noony (229).
Not only does Kate turn from the women who care for her; she also 
abandons any person who offers her a home or a loving, personal 
commitment. Walter, Kate’s discreetly homosexual cousin, is so taken 
with her at their first meeting that he offers his home to her whenever 
she is ready to leave Macon. "If the world’s still here, and I’m alive in 
it," Walter assures Kate, "111 have your room ready" (71). After taking 
him up on his proposal, Kate becomes pregnant by Walter’s lover 
Douglas Lee, a parentless casuality with a background almost more 
unsettled than her own. Aware that she has "deceived my cousin with 
his closest friend and was growing a bastard right under my lungs," Kate 
confides her pregnancy to Walter and receives a surprising response:
I may be wrong - I usually am - but I thought 
we’d settled on one thing at Christmas. We 
loved each other. You, Douglas, and me. . . .
Then what good reason could anybody give 
against the plan of us three spending our whole 
lives together? (192,197)
Kate’s reaction to this generous, if not quite ideal, suggestion is an 
abrupt and unprecedented mistrust of the heretofore beloved Walter. A 
sudden streak of paranoia emerges in Kate as her mind races over the 
possibility that Walter has coaxed Douglas Lee into impregnating her in 
a wild effort to keep their threesome intact. Perhaps it is the security
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inherent in Walter’s offer that ignites Kate’s suspicions, or a mistrust of 
Walter’s extreme flexibility in the face of so bizarre and uncomfortable a 
situation. To Walter’s next question, "You trust I love you, Kate?" she 
thinks "God knew I didn’t" (198). Swiftly she departs, "with no note or 
signal" (203).
Walter’s generosity is typical of the steady stream of individuals who 
offer to share their lives and homes with Kate, only to be rejected when 
the arrangement threatens to become too domestic, too personal. After 
taking care of Kate on her first day in Norfolk, the taxi driver Tim 
Slaughter reappears to offer his home to Kate after she has run away 
from Walter. Although Kate is pregnant and a runaway, Tim cares for 
her and drops "hints about me [Kate] staying there till the end of time," 
promising that he is the "one man’ll stay true" (213,208). Yet when the 
unpredictable Douglas Lee rings Tim’s doorbell, Kate leaves immediately, 
and while she writes Tim a brief note - the only farewell note in her 
many departures - she rarely thinks of him again. Similarly, Whitfield, 
the blind piano tuner, employs Kate and finds a room for her when she 
is in need, ultimately telling her, "I could spend my whole life with you" 
(296). When Whitfield’s admittedly cantankerous aunt urges Kate to 
marry him, however, all Kate can think of is the door, and "calm as a 
last breath, I let myself out" (317). Even though she has left a blind 
man far out in the country with a car, no driver, and an aunt who has 
almost never left her home, Kate is calm - she is on the road again.
Significantly, when Kate leaves Whitfield, she also recognizes that
11
she will never go back to Macon to claim her son. "I hadn’t thought of 
the name of my plan, if there was any plan, or a destination," she says 
to herself. "I didn’t even think of the name Lee Vaiden" (317). Late in 
the novel, as Kate thinks back on her son, she states simply that "I did 
not want him" even though she’s admits "Those four words were awful as 
any a person could say. But I knew they were true" (324).
Rationalizing these desertions, Kate clings to her status as a victim, 
claiming that she only made her choices "once other people made their 
choices on me" (357). For Kate, events are engineered by others or by a 
strange sort of Fate, and she is pulled into a course of action by 
"whatever thing seized me in comers and led me" (317). Yet somehow 
this defense does not ring true, particularly in light of some of Kate’s 
earlier statements, such as "I’d do every last thing I needed to - do it 
and be glad" or "one main trait would set me apart...and make me an 
outlaw of sorts forever - I could seldom feel shame" (184). Kate’s 
repeated claim that she is a victim is invalidated by the steely toughness 
revealed in her willingness to do everything and anything she needs, or 
wants, to do. The resisting reader begins to wonder at Price’s insistence 
on Kate-as-victim; while Price describes her as being "led," he also 
depicts her willingly contributing to her own situation, as we will later 
see. A message is beginning to take form; this woman - all women? - 
cannot or will not claim responsibility for her actions. Even reviewers of 
the book noted this defensiveness in their descriptions of Kate as full of
12
"muddled self-defense,"18 or as "defiant and defensive."19
Is Kate a victim or an outlaw? Perpetually in flight, dodging what 
Culler, quoting Leslie Fiedler, calls "constricting, civilizing, oppressive 
forces," Kate could easily be described as "on the run ...[running] 
anywhere to avoid...the confrontation of a man and a woman which leads 
to the fall to sex, marriage, and responsibility."20 It is highly significant, 
however, that while Culler and Fiedler could be describing Kate Vaiden, 
they are not in fact discussing the traditional woman-as-victim; rather, 
they are describing male characters in American fiction, the very 
characters "that women are led to identify with...against their own 
interests as women."21 Price has, knowingly or unknowingly, projected an 
American male myth onto his female character. Kate’s rejection of 
responsibility aligns her with such so-called American "classics" as Rip 
Van Winkle, whom Judith Fetterley describes as in flight from "work, 
authority, and decision-making . . . symbolized by Dame Van Winkle,"22 
or more aptly, with Frederic Henry in Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms. 
Fetterley argues that "For Frederic to survive, free of the intolerable
18 Rosellen Brown, "Travels With a Dangerous Woman," rev. of Kate Vaiden. by Reynolds Price The 
New York Times Book Review June 29, 1986:40.
19 Walter Clemons, "The Ballad of a Country Girl on the Run," rev. of Kate Vaiden. by Reynolds 
Price Newsweek June 23, 1986:78.
20 Culler On Deconstruction 51-2.
21 Culler 51.
22 Fetterley xii.
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burdens of marriage, family, and fatherhood, yet with his vision of 
himself as the heroic victim of cosmic antagonism intact, Catherine must 
die."23 Similarly, for Kate to maintain her image of herself as "heroic 
victim," child, marriage, home, and sadly, closeness with other women 
must be pushed out of her life.
One perceives the parallel between Kate Vaiden and the American 
male tradition when one considers Price’s handling of the concept of 
freedom and notes exactly who offers freedom to Kate throughout the 
novel. The first offer comes from Walter, who gives Kate an alternative 
to her home in Macon; the second comes from Kate’s first lover, Gaston 
Stegall. Gaston wants Kate to meet with him, and he encourages her to 
disregard Caroline’s wishes. Caroline, Gaston reminds Kate, is not your 
mother. Kate sees this suggestion as a glimpse of freedom: "Then it 
dawned on me he had cut me loose. I was free in the world" (97). Soon 
thereafter, Kate’s relative Fob inexplicably gives her five hundred dollars, 
telling her to "make something of yourself," and Kate considers this 
money "one more prop under the platform something was building for me 
to leave here on," that is, one more step toward freedom (132-33). When 
Gaston’s father absolves Kate for any blame regarding Gaston’s strange 
death, advising her to "find you somebody else," Kate feels that he has 
"thrown me the final freedom I needed" to leave Macon, to board the 
first in a long line of trains aimed away from a home. Finally, Kate
23 Fetterley xvi.
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reflects that it is her father who initially set her free: "I saw I’d Been 
Free since Dan fired his shots - free but a child” (151). Freedom is 
continuously identified with, and offered by, men, and it is significant 
that the freedom that these men offer Kate is freedom from home, from 
Caroline, and in Dan’s case, from any family ties at all. It is the 
freedom that Kate pursues; it is the freedom of man in opposition to 
woman.
A flight toward freedom necessarily includes fleeing from someone or 
something, and as Judith Fetterley writes, in American literature "she 
[woman] is what one must escape from."24 Having placed Kate in the 
role usually occupied in the American novel by a young male protagonist, 
Price continues in the masculine tradition by surrounding Kate with 
stifling or hostile women. Price describes Caroline’s love, which attempts 
to fill the void left by the death of Kate’s mother, as alternately self- 
sacrificing and conditional. On the one hand Caroline vows: "I’d walk 
through coals of fire for her . . .  I already have" (117). On the other 
hand, Caroline acknowledges Kate’s pregnancy and return to Macon with 
the acid remark: "You live here or die or walk the cold streets" (242). In 
pointed contrast, Caroline’s husband, Holt, reacts to Kate’s return with a 
show of unconditional love, saying, "My half of everything is yours, yes 
ma’m" (236).
24 Fetterley xii.
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Another negative female figure in Kate’s sphere is her mother, 
Frances. Kate sees Frances as benefactor of a dangerous, troublesome 
inheritance. "Was there some part of Frances growing in me now," Kate 
asks herself, " . . .  that would soon break out and hurt these harmless 
souls and God-knew-what-else?" (143). Even Noony, for all her honesty 
and support, represents the smothering aspects of a home through 
sarcastic comments such as "Most people don’t never need to leave home" 
(243) and through her protective attitude toward Caroline. Kate’s 
impulse to flee these women is wholly in keeping with the masculine 
American myth in which, as Nina Baym points out, "the only kind of 
women who exist" to the young protagonist "are entrappers and 
domesticators."25 Gaston’s mother, for example, simply refuses to 
acknowledge Kate, and frequently Price represents women as a group as 
prying and gossipy, rather than as friendly or supportive. When 
pregnant, Kate never considers turning to female friends for compassion; 
instead she reflects "Another mercy was, I didn’t have girlfriends to pass 
by and stare"(249).
In fleeing attachments with other women, Kate is implicitly trying to 
escape from her own womanhood. She sees her gender as a troubling 
aspect of herself, an aspect that causes others pain. Celebrating 
Christmas with Walter and Douglas Lee, Kate relives an early day 
dream of being a boy, and while momentarily envisioning herself as a
25 Baym 133.
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male she thinks: "Now I’m something that can never hurt them [Walter 
and Douglas]. I will be a good soul" (176. Emphasis mine). The 
indication here is that Kate longs to separate herself from her gender so 
that she can stop inflicting pain and become "good." "I will be a good 
soul" implies that at the moment, Kate is female and bad but could
achieve goodness as a male. Her gender is receiving the blame for her
irresponsible behavior.
That Kate separates herself from other women is also evident in
her remarks concerning the women’s movement. "Women’s liberation also
happened on Mars, far as I was concerned," Kate says, and continues:
But my own hands had scratched my freedom 
out of granite rock . . . .  So I couldn’t get 
deeply riled for sisters that had managed to 
grow up and still not notice where the hard
laws of marriage and motherhood were gouged
on the sky in mile-high letters . . . .  (351)
The ironies here are multiple. While Kate has accepted help from other
women, she has never given any help herself and thus has been a
"sister" to no one. Further, the "freedom" for which Kate has struggled
is the freedom from constraining elements associated with women. Aside
from this perfunctory summation of the feminist movement, Kate rarely
talks about her feelings towards women, other than to note that women
commit "more interesting and foolproof crimes" (349), but she does on
several occasions discuss her feelings towards men. "I was partial to
men," she states simply (233). Little wonder, for the men in Kate
Vaiden offer much more than the women do.
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One begins to question Price’s woman character who is so partial to 
men and so contemptuous of other women. Price writes that when asked 
how he understood this woman character, he replies as Flaubert replied 
when asked about Emma Bovary: "Bovary is me."26 If, for Price, "Vaiden 
is me,”27 then it is curious that Kate develops cervical cancer, rather than 
another, less gender-specific form of the disease. That which makes her 
female is slowly killing her. If, as Kate suspects, her cancer is 
punishment for deserting her child, then Price has chosen a truly 
disturbing, even morbid, method of castigation. Lastly, if "Vaiden is me" 
it is odd that Price is intent on destroying the female part of himself, 
from the womb out. Perhaps he is not as free from the "terror that 
western culture advances in the face of blurred gender" as he would like 
to believe.28
Price’s discomfort with blurred gender creates a problem for the 
resisting reader. Kate Vaiden is not only that she is asked to identify 
with a female self that is strongly colored with a traditionally masculine 
view of freedom from feminine contraints, but she is also asked to 
identify with the maddeningly passive side of Kate’s character. In this 
passive side, Price projects another masculine, traditional, and thoroughly 
unflattering view of women. While Kate, like Rip Van Winkle in drag,
26 Price, A Common Room 376.
27 And why not "Kate is me?"
28 Price, A Common Room 371.
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flees constricting, confining forces, she is always running to someone who 
she hopes will take care of her. Her flight can be traced by those to 
whom she has called for help: first Walter; then Tim, the taxi driver; 
then Douglas Lee; Caroline; Miss Limer, Kate’s grade-school teacher; and 
finally Daphne, whom Kate once met on a train. Although Kate 
eventually runs away from all but the last two, it is clear that she finds 
it difficult, if not impossible, to stand on her own. Every flight has 
someone at the end of it, someone to provide refuge.
Price’s contradictory portrayal of Kate Vaiden’s character is 
troubling. On one hand, Kate flees the confining powers of women and 
anyone who nurtures her. On the other hand, Kate insists that she is a 
victim. In stressing Kate’s separation from women, Price indicates that 
women are threateningly powerful in their abilities to ensnare and 
entrap. Yet in Kate’s own inability to act autonomously, Price retreats 
into the age-old characterization of woman as passive victim. While 
Price’s character Kate seems uneasy and conflicted, Price appears unable 
to find an avenue away from established, frequently contradictory, 
stereotypes. In Kate Vaiden. women emerge as both powerful and 
powerless. The woman reader, in questioning these strong underlying 
incongruities, begins to suspect a creative androgyny that portrays 
woman as both spinning spider and struggling fly.
Kate’s repeated sense of being led from one situation to the next, as 
if  she is powerless and cannot act on her own, is frustrating for the 
woman reader. While her sense of herself as a victim partially explains
19
this feeling, the irony remains that Kate does make choices, does act, but 
that she claims she was led into her behavior "like a fish on a line"
(179). After Kate visits a doctor to have her pregnancy confirmed, she 
thinks "I felt like I’d felt more than one time before - like an arrow shot 
from somebody else’s bow . . . "(199). Yet one must note here that it 
was Kate who invited Douglas Lee into her bed in the first place, 
whispering, "Help" while thinking, "I was still being led" (183). When 
Kate leaves Caroline and her son for good, she reflects that "I was being 
led again" (278), and when she leaves Whitfield, the blind piano-tuner, 
she feels "it was sweeping me off* again - whatever thing seized me in 
comers and led me" (317). At one point Kate even says "a quick prayer 
to be led" (296). Although Kate wonders briefly if "I was carried by 
anything but my selfish hope and steady fear - leave people before they 
can plan to leave vou." (219) her sense of being led - or her need to be 
led - smacks of an attempt to avoid responsibility for her actions. It 
suggests a strange unwillingness or inability to act upon the 
consequences of the masculine versions of freedom; Kate can accept the 
freedom offered her, but she cannot function freely and autonomously. It 
also smells suspiciously of that old rotten tomato: women can’t make up 
their minds by themselves. It is the age-old cliche of womanhood, as 
interpeted by Price: women feel a need for a protector and a need to be 
directed.
Price reveals a similar streak of androcentrism in his depiction of 
Kate’s physical life. Here one can again see the man at work, imagining
20
what sex might be like for a woman and coming up with a rather 
conservative and traditional idea of woman’s role in sexual relations. 
While Kate does not exactly lie back and think of England, she 
constantly refers to giving, serving, being used, being tested. It follows 
that the man, in this view, is the one who takes, who uses, who services. 
This uncomfortable description of sexuality places the woman as vessel, 
as receiver of the man, as other. In describing Gaston’s sexual feelings 
for her, Kate confides "He liked me, then and there, and could take all I 
gave" (96). She goes on to explain that "Gaston needed Kate. Kate was 
glad to serve . . . "(101). Later, in comparing Gaston to Douglas Lee, 
Kate thinks "I felt good knowing I was being used (and gently enough)" 
by Gaston, "but Douglas Lee was a different story...[he] was testing my 
mind and body each instant for things it lacked" (189-90). When 
Douglas Lee comes to convince Kate to leave with him after their baby 
has been bom, Kate responds to his sexual overtures with the thought, "I 
knew what I’d missed, a clean man wanting and using my services"
(263).
It is difficult for the resisting reader to identify with this view of 
female sexuality; it sounds more like a man’s fantasy than a woman’s 
experience. Perhaps contrary to popular belief, female sexuality is not 
restricted to giving and serving the urgent needs of the male. Price, the 
namer of Kate Vaiden, has used his authority to create a voice that 
crackles with gender schizophrenia. The voice, we are told, is a woman’s, 
but the woman is so completely the product of a masculine imagination,
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a masculine tradition, that the woman reader is left in a curious and
uncomfortable position. She is, in fact, excluded. "To be excluded from a
literature that claims to define one’s identity is to experience a peculiar
form of powerlessness," Judith Fetterley writes, and goes on:
In such fictions the female reader is co-opted 
into participation in an experience from which 
she is explicity excluded; she is asked to 
identify with a selfhood that defines itself in 
opposition to her; she is required to identify 
against herself.29
As discussed earlier, Fetterley is fully aware that women readers are 
able to - in fact have been educated to - read and identify against 
themselves. It becomes habit to read from the masculine point of view; 
it is an effort to break that habit. Yet the reader who refuses to read 
from the masculine point of view begins to realize how that view can 
distort female characters. With this realization in mind, the woman 
reader cannot, accept Kate’s experience as a representation of her own. 
The contradictions are too great, the scope of behavior too limited to 
approximate the intricacies of a woman’s life.
For the resisting reader, Kate Vaiden becomes instead an example 
of what Patricinio P. Schweickart describes as "the way the experience 
and perspective of women have been systematically and fallaciously 
assimilated into the generic masculine,"30 for while Kate is supposedly
29 Fetterley xii.
30 Patrocinio P. Schweickart, "Reading Ourselves: Toward a Feminist Theory of Reading," Gender and 
Reading, ed. Elizabeth A. Flynn and Patrocinio P. Schweickart (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1986) 39.
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female, the feminist reader shares little or nothing with her.
Schweickart argues
. . . androcentric literature structures the 
reading experience differently depending on the 
gender of the reader. For the male reader, the 
text serves as the meeting ground of the 
personal and the universal. Whether or not the 
text approximates the particularities of his own 
experience, he is invited to validate the 
equation of maleness with humanity.31
Following Schweickart’s argument, a non-androcentric novel would offer
the woman reader an opportunity to equate her femaleness with
humanity. Yet the feminist reader cannot identify with Kate Vaiden and
thus cannot find in her a connection between the personal and the
universal. Kate wants to flee women and nurture and yet is too passive
to stand alone. In Price’s novel, the woman reader can easily be drawn
"into a process that uses her against herself."32 The curtain has been
pulled back, the man at the center revealed. The question remaining is:
what impact does this breakdown have on Price’s concept of creative
androgyny?
While the voice of supposedly androgynous Kate is often beguiling - 
reviewers have called it "highly distinctive . . .  a feat of female 
impersonation that goes beyond mimicry to a sympathetic identification,"33
31 Schweickart 41.
32 Schweickart 42.
33 Robert Towers, "Way Down South," rev. of Kate Vaiden. by Reynolds Price, The New York Review 
of Books. September 25, 1986: 55.
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and remarked that "the voice . . . blows like fresh air across the page"34 - 
it reveals, on several levels, an anti-feminist streak in its creator. 
Freedom in Kate Vaiden is identified with the American male experience 
of fleeing woman; Kate is burdened with a passivity and a need to be led 
that are, by now, cliched descriptions of feminine behavior. The 
man/woman opposition is firmly in place, with man (freedom) on one side 
and woman (needy, incomplete) on the other. Any sort of feminist 
perspective is conspicuously absent.
If Price’s androgyny is to come from a "total human sympathy," then 
it should not have such a limited, frequently unsympathetic, view of 
women. His novel is not overtly hostile to women, but it is limited by 
his acceptance of traditional depictions of women and their motivations. 
The women in Kate Vaiden who are not wives and mothers are single 
teachers and librarians whose lives are hardly attractive. Miss Limer, 
for example, lives alone, has no nearby family, and has few friends close 
enough to hurt her - or to make her happy. When "one old friend died 
of a sudden stroke . . . [Miss Limer felt] no lingering sadness" (325-6).
It seems a dry and empty life, hardly a positive alternative from the 
"hard laws of marriage and motherhood" (351). Yet it is the only 
alternative Price offers.
Price claims that while writing Kate Vaiden he felt that he 
temporarily became another person, namely, a woman. "I was entering
34 Brown, The New York Times Book Review 1.
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my office each morning and becoming someone else - not only another 
human being, with another name and other troubles, but another gender 
. . . .m35 In general critics have applauded his efforts at creative 
androgyny and avoided accusations of sexism, agreeing with Jefferson 
Humphries’ comment that Kate Vaiden ties Price’s "astringent vision" to 
"the circumstances of a narrating persona with whom anyone can 
sympathize or identify."36 For the resisting reader, however, the 
character of Kate is permeated by the masculine and sympathy and 
identification become difficult, if  not impossible. Kate is both the 
passive, dependant woman and the young hero actively fleeing woman. 
This gender schizophrenia indicates that Price, despite his intentions, 
cannot get away from the dualistic thinking that, as Elizabeth Meese 
argues, "fixes women within...their oppositional, secondary relationship to 
men."37 Caught between confining females and her own passivity, there 
is no route for Kate that is free from negative stereotypes of women.
Yet it cannot be ignored that Price is aware of the pitfalls of sexual
difference and its impact on society and art. He writes in his essay, "A
Vast Common Room:"
[The] prevailing gender structure as far back as 
we can see in western civilization [is] the rigid 
assignment of male and female roles and duties.
The structure has unquestionably benefitted
35 Price, A Common Room 377.
36 Jefferson Humphries, "’A Vast Common Room’: Twenty-five Years of Essays and Fiction by 
Reynolds Price," Southern Review 3 (Summer 1988) 690. Emphasis mine.
37 Meese 81.
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male children, who become writers, at the 
expense of female . . . .  And since our 
forebears thought it a crucial condition for the 
maintenance of a perilous balance of power in 
family-centered societies, hasn’t our most 
devastating lie as parents and teachers been the 
stripping away, in infancy and childhood, of our 
offspring^ infinitely complex set of entire 
human sympathies?38
Price seems to agree with Meese in this passage that difference is mostly
social, rather than biological, and his use of the word "our" indicates that
he is willing to share the blame for this state of affairs. In Kate Vaiden
Price uses the first person in order to frustrate this dualism, this
opposition, and in that light his effort is courageous and admirable.
Unfortunately, in trying to undo the reality of male dominance, Price
reveals more than he intended. Monique Wittig writes that "the primacy
of difference so constitutes our thought that it prevents a turning inward
on itself in order to question itself,"39 and Price seems unable to escape
from his grounding in difference. The disturbingly passive side of Kate
paired with the side longing for freedom from woman indicates that Price
is still working within the bounds of the man/woman opposition. Such
dualistic thinking cannot successfully merge with androgyny, creative or
otherwise. Androgyny suggests a harmony between the masculine and
the feminine, while man/woman indicates that one gender is somehow
more valid than the other.
38 Price A Common Room 374-5.
39 Monique Wittig, "The Category of Sex,” Feminist Issues 2 (1982) 64.
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In Price’s most recent novel, Good Hearts, the man/woman 
opposition and the masculine, American melodrama appear once again, 
and with them the resisting reader’s trouble with the first-person voice of 
Rosacoke Mustian. Interestingly, Price does not use the first person in 
creating the male half of this novel of marriage, choosing instead to 
describe Wesley Beavers in the third person only. Wesley and his wife 
Rosa are the adult counterparts of the protagonists of A Long and Happy 
Life. Price’s first novel published to much acclaim in 1960. In the early 
novel, Wesley is enigmatic in the extreme, both to Rosa and to the 
reader. He rarely speaks and his character is shadowy; he is perhaps 
best described by the following passage in which he bids Rosa goodbye 
before moving from their rural community to Norfolk. They have been 
steady companions for six years at the time of this farewell:
. . . she asked him to shine his [motorcycle] 
light to the door so she could see her way. He 
did that too and she walked down the beam a 
yard or so before she turned and tried to say 
what needed saying.
'Wesley - "
•'What?" he said - but from behind the 
light where she couldn’t see. And what she 
couldn’t see, she wasn’t speaking to - "Have a 
good trip."
"All right," he said . . . Then the cycle 
roared and the light turned back to the road 
and he was gone.40
In Good Hearts. Price expands the character of Wesley, filling in 
pieces of his history and attempting to give him what one critic refers to
40 Reynolds Price, A Long and Happy Life (New York: Atheneum, 1960) 62.
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as "equal billing" with Rosa.41 In perceiving this colorized version of 
Wesley one recognizes Nina Baym’s masculine melodrama unfolding once 
again, this time in the form of a man leaving his wife of twenty-eight 
years "for parts unknown, with no word" to her explaining his 
departure.42 In step with the American myth in which the protagonist 
"struggles against constricting, civilizing, oppressive forces embodied by 
woman"43 Wesley flees Rosa, whom he blames for his sense of "being 
dead at heart now, of having been dead the past twenty years."44 It is 
significant that Wesley is also leaving the city, Raleigh, for an unknown 
destination, a "new land," in Nina Baym’s words, " . . .  [where] a person 
will be able to achieve complete self-definition."46 Price even describes 
Wesley’s plight as the result of "leaving the wild country for cities where 
even the finest ear couldn’t begin to hear natural signals" (70). Like 
Kate Vaiden, Wesley is on the run.
That Wesley associates women with constriction becomes plain in 
his reflections on his mother, Rosa, and women in general. Women "had 
never asked him to do anymore than sit still and let them twine him in 
vines strong enough to lock elephants" (69) and it is this confinement
41 Humphries 686.
42 Reynolds Price, Good Hearts (New York: Ballantine Books, 1988) 5.
43 Culler 51.
44 Price Good Hearts 66. All further references will be noted parenthetically.
45 Baym 132.
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that Wesley blames for his unhappiness. In keeping with Margaret 
Homan’s discussion of the masculine tradition, Wesley occupies the center 
of Good Hearts, for it is his flight and Rosa’s desire for his return that 
fuel the story. Price emphasizes Wesley’s centrality by repeatedly 
describing him as godlike; Rosa, for example, transfers "everything I’d 
ever felt about God and Jesus onto one human boy from down the road"
(125) while Wilson, Wesley’s lover, sees him as "The simple condensation 
on earth of God’s love of things, sent for all to see and honor as they 
could" (138). To be fair, it must be noted that these comments are other 
character’s perception of Wesley. Yet for the resisting reader it is 
difficult to see such deity in a man who lets weeks (as well as the 
Christmas holidays) pass without any word whatsoever to his wife 
regarding his reason for leaving, his whereabouts, or the possiblity of his 
eventual return.
If Wesley resembles the side of Kate Vaiden’s character that flees 
home, family, and responsibility, Rosa reflects the side of Kate that 
remains maddeningly passive. It is as if Kate Vaiden’s character has 
been split neatly in two, with Wesley struggling to escape powerful, 
confining women and passive Rosa serving as the literal and figurative 
victim. Like Kate, Rosa prefers to give her admiration to a string of 
men rather than make any connections with other women. Rosa revolves 
around men; first her father, then her brother Milo, whom she calls "my 
first sight of glory," and finally her husband (99). When Wesley leaves 
her, Rosa sees his leaving as her fault:
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Either I’d changed somehow and had less to 
give or that, however hard Wesley dug down in 
me, he couldn’t anymore find the stuff he’d 
found - the sweet and nourishing best heart of 
Rosa, that had fueled him on through so much 
trouble. (127)
Resigned, Rosa waits for Wesley’s return. She does not take any 
action against him, she does not attempt to find him, she does not sell 
the house, change the locks, or seek comfort from other women. When 
Rosa’s friend, Jean, attempts to talk to her about Wesley, showing 
concern over Rosa’s lack of anger toward him, Rosa responds by arguing 
with Jean and rejecting her attempt at compassion (28-29). Interestingly, 
Price offers no excuses for Rosa’s passivity, her decision to wait and take 
care of the house in Wesley’s absence. Her patience is never questioned. 
Looking carefully, one can see a subtle aspect of the man/woman 
opposition played out in Rosa’s patience. Collette Guillaimin addresses 
this lack of questioning when she writes that women’s "status as a tool 
used for maintenance is so deeply rooted in everyday life, in facts, and 
therefore in people’s mentality, that there is no wondering, much less any 
questioning, and no unease whatever when faced with the fact that 
women keep in material working order their possessor and the other 
properties . . .  of this possessor."46 This is secondary status, the 
unfortunate manifestation of the dualistic thinking that keeps women on 
the periphery - or in the home. It must also be noted that Rosa’s diary,
46 Collette Guillaumin, "The Practice of Power and Belief in Nature. Part I: The Appropriation of 
Women.” Translated by Linda Murgatroyd. Feminist Issues 1 (1981) 19.
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the vehicle through which Price creates her first-person voice, is 
addressed to Wesley. Her reason for speaking is to maintain 
communication with him and therefore to maintain their relationship, 
even in his absence. She is unable to put herself first, even in her 
diary.
For the resisting reader, Rosa’s lack of personal initiative, her 
talking to Wesley in her diary, rather than to herself, echo Kate Vaiden’s 
need to be led and directed. Rosa’s voice becomes even harder for the 
resisting reader to accept when Price turns his attention to Rosa’s rape 
and her reactions to the experience as recounted in her diary. Alone on 
New Year’s Eve, Rosa is raped by an unknown individual, and Price 
reveals an unacknowledged sexism in his attempt to imagine what such 
an assault might be like for a woman. Rather than feeling anger, 
justified or not, toward her husband for being absent during this crisis, 
Rosa thinks, "If I’d had any hint on earth of your whereabouts, Wesley, 
I’d have choked down handfuls of pride and come to you through crushed 
glass if need be" (34). The incident seems to leave Rosa with an 
increased longing for Wesley, rather than with any angry feelings, 
however fleeting, toward men in general; she does not communicate the 
experience to Wesley when she first has the opportunity. Instead, when 
Wesley finally does write to Rosa, she answers his letter by saying 
"there’s not much I wouldn’t do to fix us" (104) although his letter to her 
had expressed no such longing for reconciliation. Rosa reflects that she
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is in more pain over Wesley’s disappearance than over the rape, thinking 
"You’d have thought rape, if it was rape, would have hurt deeper" (105). 
Rosa’s language in regard to the rape reveals that to a certain extent, 
she blames herself for it; she refers to the incident, for example, by 
saying she "got herself raped" (93). Finally, she worries about how her 
violation will affect Wesley’s view of her, asking him after his eventual 
return, "How’s it changed me, in your eyes now?" (192).
Wesley’s reaction to the rape is even more disturbing. In keeping
with the dualistic thinking that places man in the position of possessor
and protector of woman, Wesley feels "the abandonment of the woman
he’d promised to guard had set the world free to turn on her with its
own vile plans" (171). He decides to return home "literally to shield her"
rather than to comfort or support her. His response is one of distant
sadness, rather than of compassion:
He knew his own flesh ought to be cringing at 
the thought of what Rosa had borne . . . .
What he felt was sadness at an old friend’s 
pain and considerable shame at his own 
desertion of family duty. (189)
Further, Wesley is reminded of an earlier comment he’d made to the
"boys at work that if his wife should ever get raped, he doubted he’s
want to touch her again" (171). If Price had gone on to describe a
change in Wesley’s attitude, such a comment might have been palatable;
but even after his return Wesley remains physically aloof from his wife,
as we will later see.
Like the hero of the masculine melodrama forced to return to the
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city from the wilderness, Wesley is lukewarm at best about returning to
Rosa. He feels that she trapped him into marriage in the first place by
getting pregnant. "That happened, no way to deny it," Wesley tells
Rosa’s brother. "It was Rosa’s plan to start a baby and slow me down . .
. . She pushed me through and triggered the baby, and we fell in on
marriage like a trapdoor" (185). Readers of A Long and Happy Life
might well cringe, for Rosa is shocked and dismayed to learn she is
pregnant in the earlier work.47 Nevertheless, Wesley does not acknowlege
any responsibility for their abrupt marriage and the resisting reader
longs to remind him of the existence of prophylactics. In contemplating
his return to Rosa in Good Hearts. Wesley indicates that he is returning
because Rosa was raped and he must do his duty and protect her: "I’m
here because she wrote me about the damned rape," he says to Rosa’s
brother, and states that he is home "For today. Well see about the rest"
(187-88). While Rosa is eager to try again, Wesley is doubtful:
Rosacoke, I think this is home . . . .  [But] it 
don’t make me all that happy to admit it. It’s 
not the real best I’ve dreamed to have . . . .
With my mind now though, the way you’ve 
trained me I don’t think I can strike out and 
find better. That may mean I love you and 
that this must be home. (245)
In contrast, Rosa’s combination of a longing for reconciliation with 
an inability to express anger toward men is frustrating for the resisting 
reader. In the face of Wesley’s ambivalence, Rosa believes that they can
47 Price A Long and Happy Life 138-39.
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begin again, with renewed innocence, and that "We might well get 
another thirty, forty years" (200). In her diary and in letters to Wesley 
Rosa never expresses any desire other than for reconciliation.
In keeping with the dualistic thinking in which women need men, 
regardless of the men’s superior power and freedom, the women in Good 
Hearts push Rosa toward Wesley, regardless of his behavior. Rosa’s 
mother defends Wesley, telling Rosa "He’s got a sweet heart," and saying 
"Ain’t we lucky . . . .  To have him alive?" (274, 285). Similarly, Rosa’s 
friend Jean advises Rosa not to "even dream of finding another man that 
sweet to be around, that tried and true. They threw away the mold in 
1945" (234). Even Mary, an elderly neighbor, tells Wesley in Rosa’s 
presence "Wesley, you too good" (299). Too good for what?
While Rosa has solid reasons for being angry at men, specifically at 
Wesley and at the man, Wave, who raped her, Rosa repeatedly throws 
her anger at other women rather than at the man involved. Price uses 
the old cliche of mother-in-law/daughter-in-law hostility to give Rosa an 
outlet; the nastiest thing Rosa says in Good Hearts is in regard to 
cooking for her son’s wife: "I’d rather cook for the baboon-squad at the 
N.C. Zoo than that mean-mouthed bitch" (249). What anger Rosa does 
express about Wesley’s departure and subsequent affair she addresses to 
her mother, not to Wesley (285-86). Finally, when Rosa has the 
opportunity to confront her rapist, Price has her change him by simply 
pointing out that rape is "always awful" for women, as if that is all a 
repeat rapist needs to know to change his ways (265). It is a bizarre
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resolution, with any anger or hurt on Rosa’s part conspicuously absent.
The complement to Rosa’s lack of appropriate anger is her constant 
gratitude. While the rapist forces her to thank him after his assault, 
she also says thank you to him over the telephone, rationalizing that 
"some awful bred-in courtesy - plus grogginess" made her say it (113). It 
is her thank you that lets the caller know "he had the right woman" 
(113). Rosa thanks Wesley after he tells her of his affair (194), she 
thanks her rapist for apologizing to her (267), she leaves the final family 
gathering with "serious repeated thanks" (291). Price has included this 
incessant gratitude with little irony or question, and the resisting reader 
begins to wonder why Rosa has not changed as a result of her 
experiences. The impulse to thank robs Rosa of her ability to act as she 
constantly expends her energies considering and reacting to the actions of 
others. It is another traditional and crippling stereotype of women: 
others are more important than self.
Rosa concentrates most of her energy on her relationship with 
Wesley. That she does most of the reaching and most of the 
maintenance of their marriage becomes evident in the descriptions of 
their physical life. As in Kate Vaiden. Price uses words like "use" and 
"search" to describe the man’s role in sex, with giving and submitting as 
the logical complement for woman (77). In thinking about his sexual life 
with Rosa, Wesley wonders if  he can find "a firm core left in an old 
thing he’d honored and used but that now was near ruined (by him, he 
granted)" (163). More disturbing is their first sexual encounter after
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Wesley’s return. Although Wesley is tepid about his return and Rosa
has suffered immensely in his absence, it is Rosa who moves to him:
For the first time in all his years with women,
Wesley lay on quiet and let Rosa work her own 
slow will . . . .  The main thing she made was 
slow circles, small circles with her hand . . . .
She didn’t assume he would somehow ignite and 
take over from her. She just kept going and he 
kept lying there. They’d got to a place that 
amazed them both, of mutual trust and precise 
alignment - lovely harmony, perfect rhythm.
(247)
It is difficult for the resisting reader to indentify with this passage as it 
is very much like Kate Vaiden’s sexual experiences, namely, more male 
fantasy than female experience. How convenient for Wesley that all he 
must do is take what Rosa is giving, even though it is he who has 
nearly destroyed their relationship, by leaving home and having an affair. 
One questions why Rosa is physically soothing and healing Wesley when
it is he who should be asking for her renewed trust. Wesley and Rosa’s
sexual reunion is also problematic in that the "lovely harmony" is one 
sided, with one partner giving all and one partner taking all. While this 
might strike the reader as something less than harmony, it is in keeping 
with the characters of Wesley and Rosa. She waits and gives, while he 
flees, returns, and takes. This is the true problem for the resisting 
reader.
Rosa emerges from her experiences much where she began - needing 
a man around whom to revolve. Early in her diary Rosa confesses that 
she felt "one man was the whole point of life . . . .  [my] big purpose,
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secret, known to no one but him, still the thing that justified my life"
(126). She tries to move away from what she herself refers to as 
"idolatry," writing "I am all I’ve got" (127). At the novel’s end, however, 
Rosa realizes that what she needs is an unpredictable man, "that restless 
ground - a light that burned but wavered and sank and nearly dimmed 
out but always somehow, in her own eyes, demanded care" (301). Just 
as Rosa shifted her love of God onto Wesley early in their relationship, 
so she will continue to need a "Him" to revolve around. While Wesley is 
never ecstatic about his return, Rosa will continue in her role as his 
loving wife. In considering women’s roles, Elizabeth Meese writes that 
"while women have been created to fulfill male definitions of themselves" 
it is nonetheless possible for a woman to "exorcize the oppressor’s image 
of herself that lodges within her."48 Unfortunately for the resisting 
reader, Price does not allow Rosa to lose the image of devoted, 
uncomplaining wife with which he has saddled her.
If one could perceive an irony in the depictions of Wesley and Rosa, 
their characterizations might seem less like the American protagonist 
fleeing woman and the passive woman waiting for her man to come 
home. The title of Price’s earlier novel A Long and Hannv Life indicates 
such an irony, for as Jefferson Humphries points out there are 
"disturbing possibilities - that life with Wesley may be far from happy
48 Meese 82-3.
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though long, or neither long nor happy."49 The very title 
Good Hearts hints that Price does find Rosa and Wesley an exemplary 
couple, and Humphries agrees that Price means us to feel that they are 
"two decent, kind people in deep, deep trouble as a couple . . . S'50 Price 
himself calls them "hearts as good as any you’ve met unless you meet 
more saints than most" (5). While the resisting reader may wonder if 
there is irony in the depiction of Wesley, Humphries relates that 
although Price writes in Rosa’s voice, "those who have followed Price’s 
career will know how strongly he has denied identification with Rosacoke 
and defended Wesley: what Price says in many interviews is that Wesley 
is just a good old boy who enjoys his freedom, to which Rosacoke puts an 
untimely end."51 Regardless of Price’s claims of creative androgyny, the 
man/woman opposition is firmly in place in Good Hearts.
This man/woman opposition is the tie between Kate Vaiden and 
Good Hearts. Essentially, much of the depictions of the masculine and 
feminine are the same in both novels. The disturbing division in Kate 
Vaiden between passivity and flight from woman re-appears in Rosa and 
Wesley, respectively. While the man/woman oppostion in Kate Vaiden 
results in one contradictory character, Price seems to relent in Good 
Hearts and place flight from woman back into a male character (Wesley)
49 Humphries 687.
50 Humphries 689.
51 Humphries 687.
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and passivity into a female character (Rosa). As a progression, the 
novels reveal Price finding a solution to Kate’s contradictions by placing 
her conflict back into its traditional form. Kate struggles to escape 
confining women while passively letting circumstance dictate her 
behavior. She both wanders and waits. Wesley and Rosa are nothing if 
not examples of the man who wanders and the woman who waits. In 
their characters, the conflict of Kate Vaiden is resolved.
In Kate Vaiden and Good Hearts. Price is determined to break away 
from western culture’s fear of sexual ambiguity by writing in the first 
person voices of two women. In doing so he makes an attempt to shake 
free of the dualistic thinking that is fundamental to that culture, but in 
both novels Price supports the very preconceptions he means to attack. 
His Kate and Rosa reveal a distressing streak of sexism. Like the 
passive side of Kate Vaiden, Rosa’s passivity and need for direction force 
the resisting reader to chose between identifying against herself, as 
Judith Fetterley describes, or realizing that she cannot accept Rosa’s 
voice as a successful impersonation of her own. As with the active side 
of Kate, Price’s Wesley is permeated by the American, masculine myth as 
articulated by Nina Baym. Regardless of his efforts, Price cannot escape 
his grounding in Western culture’s oppressive handling of sexual 
difference and thus unwittingly supports the patriarchal status quo, for 
as Elizabeth Meese succintly states "Patriarchal power requires
differentiation as its corollary."52 At this point Price’s two attempts at 
creative androgyny reveal, rather than subvert, the dominance of man 
over woman in western culture. Monique Wittig argues that "we must 
destroy" the prevalancy of dualistic, oppositional thinking "and start 
thinking beyond it if  we want to start thinking at all."53 To his great 
credit Price acknowledges the problem of difference and fights to be an 
iconoclast in terms of gender, voice, and the novel. However, in Kate 
Vaiden and Good Hearts, the call for creative androgyny is unfortunately 
hushed, and the masculine voice, the masculine tradition, remain solidly 
intact. While Price, the self-proclaimed female impersonator,54 can sing 
in a cool soprano, many readers remain aware that all he must do is 
clear his throat to resume a healthy baritone.
52 Meese 74.
53 Wittig 68.
M Price A Common Room 373.
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